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1. Project Summary

The aim of this project is to represent shape categories for interactive, image database search. The work involves developing representations of images of objects to facilitate content-based retrieval and indexing, especially of deformable objects.

Approach

Rather than directly comparing a candidate shape with all shapes in the database, we are developing methods that describe shape categories in terms of their relationship to a few deformable shape prototypes. This approach is related to the computer graphics technique of image metamorphosis (morphing). In morphing, a wide variety of in-between or novel views can be generated as warps between a relatively small collection of example views. This suggests an important way to obtain a low-dimensional, parametric description of shape: interpolate between known, deformable prototype views. For instance, given views of the extremes of a motion we can describe the intermediate views as a smooth combination of the extremal views.

The prototypes define a polytope in the space of the (unknown) underlying physical system's parameters. By measuring the amount of deformation between a new shape and prototype views, we locate the new shape in the coordinate system defined by the polytope. This coordinate in prototype space can be used for database indexing and fast search, and for motion tracking and categorization. Such a representation could also prove useful surveillance, low bit-rate video compression, target recognition and tracking, and medical image analysis.

This research is built on top of an existing shape representation framework called modal models. The underlying representation employs modal models, a deformable shape decomposition that allows users to specify a few example shapes and has the computer efficiently sort the set of objects based on the similarity of their shape. If desired, shapes can be more closely compared in terms of the types of nonrigid deformations (differences) that relate them to a few prototype shapes. Furthermore, the original shape can be reconstructed in terms of a linear combination of deformed basis images; thus, a semantics-preserving shape representation is obtained.
2. Summary of Progress

Aug 1998 -- Aug 1999

Continued experimental evaluation and improvement of nonrigid shape model software (active blobs). Also completed development and extensive testing of 2D active blobs embedded in the surface of a 3D rigid model (demo application: head tracking). The two resulting software implementations are available for public FTP.

Continued development of deformable model detection/segmentation algorithms. Focussed on the development of approximation algorithms to gain better performance in testing model hypotheses and region groupings. Tested in image database of fish.

Began development of automatic methods for prototype registration, selection, and category representation via the active blobs formulation. However, the challenges presented by efficient selection of prototypes in large databases remain to be addressed.

Investigated the use of active blobs for estimating 3D relative structure (shape) and motion given objects undergoing nonrigid deformation. Deforming surfaces are approximated as piece-wise planar and piece-wise rigid. This work may lead to new methods for estimating the 3D structure of objects for use in new types of content-based image and video database queries.

June, 1996 -- Aug 1998

Tested category representation methods for stability to noise. Developed and conducted experimental evaluation of shape-based comparison metrics for use in content-based retrieval.

Extended deformable shape framework to include intensity information. This will lead to new methods for content-based indexing and retrieval on shape plus appearance (pixel-wise match).

Developed algorithms for tracking and indexing deforming shapes in image plane (2D). This will help in the area of moving shape representation and motion-based indexing.

Developed extension of 2D tracker embedded in the texture map of a 3D rigid surface. This should allow better tracking of convex, translation/rotating 3-D objects. This approach led to a novel approach for 3D head tracking that can effectively model large head rotation and facial deformation.

Developed new methods for automatic detection and segmentation of shapes from images. Once trained, the system automatically segments deformed shapes from the background, while not merging them with similarly colored adjacent objects. The method can serve as a front end to shape-based image retrieval, and was tested in preliminary experiments on databases of 100-200 images.

3. Technical Transitions

Worked with Dr. Stephen Bogen, Boston University Medical School. The focus is on deformable shape segmentation/detection methods in finding certain types of cells in color microscope images of human blood. The goal is to develop automatic image search tools that can find macrophages in human blood samples. This could lead to earlier detection of certain cancers.

Shared software developed for this project with Sven Dickinson and Stan Dunn at Rutgers. The software is used as part of a project to develop new methods for content-based organization and search of digital image databases of dental X-rays.
Shared software developed for this project with Alex Pentland at the MIT Media Lab. Application of results from this project are planned in the area of deformable shape modeling algorithms for locating and tracking people in dynamic environments (for ONR MURI grant with U. of Maryland).

The modal framework is being used by researchers in Italy and the United Kingdom. Dell'Acqua, Gamba (U. of Pavia, Italy), and Meccoci (U. of Sienna) reported the use of modal matching for visual search in image databases using user sketches. Mike Syn (Oxford), extended the modal matching to 3D for use in biomedical data set analysis.

In collaboration with Ron Kikinis at Brigham and Women's Hospital, work was conducted to transfer deformable shape methods to biomedical applications. The focus was on developing 3-D shape models for tracking and anatomical structures in medical volume data for computer-assisted diagnosis and surgical planning.

4. Significant accomplishments

Tested deformable shape category representation sensitivity to noise. Tested in shape-based image database retrieval experiments. In the experiments, the formulation performed significantly better than the moment invariants technique. Journal paper describing the work appeared in *Pattern Recognition* 30(4), 1997.

Active blobs, a new region-based formulation for tracking 2D deforming shapes was developed, tested, and packaged for public distribution via FTP. This extended our framework to allow a combined representation for shape and appearance (texture). The method utilizes a robust estimation formulation that allows stable tracking in spite of noise, minor occlusion, and shadows. The models can robustly track nonrigidly deforming shapes at speeds approaching video frame-rate on a standard graphics workstation. A software implementation was made available in fall 1998: [http://www.cs.bu.edu/groups/ivc/ActiveBlobs/](http://www.cs.bu.edu/groups/ivc/ActiveBlobs/). A number of researchers at other universities now have copies of the software. A journal manuscript describing the work has been submitted to IEEE T-PAMI.

New technique for deformable shape tracking that imbeds the 2-D nonrigid shape models in a rigid 3-D surface was developed. The approach's effectiveness has been demonstrated in a 3D head tracking and facial expression tracking application. A software implementation was made available in spring 1999: [http://www.cs.bu.edu/groups/ivc/HeadTracking/](http://www.cs.bu.edu/groups/ivc/HeadTracking/). A journal manuscript describing the work has been submitted to IEEE T-PAMI.

New technique for segmentation and detection of deformable shapes in color images was developed. Statistical shape models are used to enforce the prior probabilities on global, parametric deformations for each object class. Once trained, the system autonomously segments deformed shapes from the background, while not merging with adjacent objects or shadows. The formulation can be used to group image regions based on any image homogeneity predicate; e.g., texture, color, or motion. The recovered shape models can be used directly in content-based indexing of image databases. The approach's effectiveness has been demonstrated in a 2D shape-based search application. A journal manuscript describing the work has been submitted to IEEE T-PAMI.
5. Publications resulting from work done on this grant

Aug 1998 -- Aug 1999


June, 1996 -- Aug 1998


6. Other publications

Aug 1998 -- Aug 1999


June, 1996 -- Aug 1998


6. Invited lectures, panels, seminars, talks

Aug 1998 -- Aug 1999


June, 1996 -- Aug 1998

1. Interval Research Corporation: Deformable Shape Prototypes For Interactive Image Database Search, Palo Alto, CA, June 1996.
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